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TURA´NNICAL HYPERGRAPHS
PETER ALLEN*, JULIA BO¨TTCHER*, JAN HLADKY´†, AND DIANA PIGUET‡
Abstract. This paper is motivated by the question of how global and
dense restriction sets in results from extremal combinatorics can be re-
placed by less global and sparser ones. The result we consider here as an
example is Tura´n’s theorem, which deals with graphs G = ([n], E) such
that no member of the restriction set R =
(
[n]
r
)
induces a copy of Kr.
Firstly, we examine what happens when this restriction set is replaced
by R = {X ∈
(
[n]
r
)
: X ∩ [m] 6= ∅}. That is, we determine the maximal
number of edges in an n-vertex such that no Kr hits a given vertex set.
Secondly, we consider sparse random restriction sets. An r-uniform
hypergraph R on vertex set [n] is called Tura´nnical (respectively ε-
Tura´nnical), if for any graph G on [n] with more edges than the Tura´n
number tr(n) (respectively (1 + ε)tr(n) ), no hyperedge of R induces a
copy of Kr in G. We determine the thresholds for random r-uniform
hypergraphs to be Tura´nnical and to be ε-Tura´nnical.
Thirdly, we transfer this result to sparse random graphs, using tech-
niques recently developed by Schacht [Extremal results for random dis-
crete structures] to prove the Kohayakawa- Luczak-Ro¨dl Conjecture on
Tura´n’s theorem in random graphs.
1. Introduction
Tura´n’s theorem [22], whose proof in 1941 marks the birth of extremal
graph theory, determines the maximal number of edges in an n-vertex graph
without cliques of size r. Let Tr(n) denote the complete balanced (r − 1)-
partite graph on n vertices (i.e., the part sizes of Tr(n) are as equal as
possible) and tr(n) the number of its edges.
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Theorem 1 (Tura´n [22]). Given n and r, let G be an n-vertex graph that
contains no copy of Kr. Then G has at most tr(n) edges.
Since 1941, many extensions of Tura´n’s theorem have been established.
Highlights certainly include the Erdo˝s-Stone theorem [4] which generalises
the result from cliques to arbitrary r-chromatic graphs, and the recent proofs
by Schacht [17] and Conlon and Gowers [3] of the Kohayakawa- Luczak-Ro¨dl
conjecture on Tura´n’s theorem in random graphs.
These extensions, however, do not deviate from the original result as far
as the following aspect is concerned. The restrictions they impose on the
class of objects under study are global and dense. More concretely, they
require for every k-tuple of vertices that these vertices do not host a copy of
a given graphK on k vertices. In this paper we are interested in the question
of how weakening these restrictions to less global or sparser ones (that is,
forbidding K-copies only for certain k-tuples but not all) can influence the
conclusion of the original Tura´n theorem.
To make a first move, let us investigate the following natural question
which replaces the global restriction of Tura´n’s theorem by a non-global one.
How many edges can an n-vertex graph have such that no Kr intersects a
given set of m vertices in this graph? Our first result states that the answer
is
tr(n,m) :=
{
tr(n) if n ≤ (r − 1)m ,(n
2
)
− nm+ (r − 1)
(m+1
2
)
otherwise .
(1)
Theorem 2. Given r ≥ 3 and m ≤ n, let G be any n-vertex graph and
M ⊆ V (G) contain m vertices. If no copy of Kr in G intersects M , then
e(G) ≤ tr(n,m). Moreover, if n ≤ (r − 1)m and e(G) = tr(n,m) then G is
isomorphic to Tr(n).
This means that for fixed n, asm decreases from n (the original scenario of
Tura´n’s theorem) to 0 (no restrictions at all) the extremal number tr(n,m)
stays equal to tr(n) until m = n/(r − 1) and then slowly increases (as a
quadratic function in m) to
(
n
2
)
.
A natural way of formalising this deviation from Tura´n’s theorem is to
introduce a hypergraph which contains a hyperedge for every restriction
and then ask for the maximal number k of edges in a graph respecting
these restrictions. The following definition makes this precise. We shall
distinguish between the case when k is still the Tura´n number and when it
is bigger by a certain percentage.
Definition 3 (Tura´nnical). Let r ≥ 3 be an integer. Let F = (V, E) be an
n-vertex, r-uniform hypergraph with vertex set V , which we also occasionally
call restriction hypergraph. The hypergraph F detects a graph G = (V,E)
if some F ∈ E induces a copy of Kr in G. We say that F is exactly Tura´n-
nical or simply Tura´nnical, if for all graphs G = (V,E) with e(G) > tr(n)
the hypergraph F detects G. In addition, F is ε-approximately Tura´nnical
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or simply ε-Tura´nnical if for all graphs G = (V,E) with e(G) > (1+ ε)tr(n)
the hypergraph F detects G.
In other words, a restriction hypergraph is Tura´nnical if it detects all
graphs whose density is large enough that one copy of Kr is forced to exist,
and it is approximately Tura´nnical if it detects all graphs whose density
forces a positive density of copies of Kr to exist (cf. the so-called super-
saturation theorem, Theorem 14, by Erdo˝s and Simonovits [5]).
In this language Tura´n’s theorem states that the complete r-uniform hy-
pergraph is Tura´nnical and Theorem 2 concerns restriction hypergraphs with
all hyperedges meeting a specified set of vertices M (see also the reformula-
tion in Theorem 4).
Another natural question is whether the dense complete r-uniform re-
striction hypergraph from Tura´n’s theorem may be replaced by a much
sparser one. Here, hypergraphs formed by random restrictions might ap-
pear promising candidates: A random r-uniform hypergraph R(r)(n, p) with
hyperedge probability p is a hypergraph on vertex set [n] where hyperedges
from
([n]
r
)
exist independently from each other with probability p. And in
fact, we will show that R(r)(n, p) for appropriate values of p = pn produces
the Tura´nnical hypergraphs and ε-Tura´nnical hypergraphs with the fewest
number of hyperedges, up to constant factors (compare Proposition 5 with
Theorems 6 and 7). In addition, building on the aforementioned work of
Schacht [17] we obtain a corresponding result for the random graphs version
of Tura´n’s theorem (see Theorem 11).
Before we state and explain these results in detail in the following sec-
tion, let us remark that the observed behaviour concerning the evolution of
R(r)(n, p) as we decrease the density of the random restrictions is somewhat
different from the one described for Theorem 2 above: When p decreases
from 1 to 0, then R(r)(n, p) stays (asymptotically almost surely) Tura´nnical
for a long time, until pn ∼ n
3−r. Then, between pn ∼ n
3−r and pn ∼ n
2−r
the hypergraph R(r)(n, p) is ε-Tura´nnical for arbitrarily small (but fixed)
ε > 0, and for even smaller pn the hypergraph R
(r)(n, p) fails to be ε-
Tura´nnical for any non-trivial ε. As we shall see later, this sudden change
of behaviour is caused by the supersaturation property of graphs (cf. The-
orem 14). Put differently, there is a qualitative difference between random
restriction sets detecting graphs with enough edges to force a single Kr
to exist and restriction sets detecting graphs with enough edges to force a
positive Kr-density, but the value of this density is not of big influence.
Organisation. The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In
Section 2 we state our results. In Section 3 we then prove Theorem 2 and
some general deterministic lower bounds on the number of hyperedges in
Tura´nnical and approximately Tura´nnical hypergraphs. The proofs for our
results concerning random restrictions for general graphs are contained in
Sections 4 and 5 and those concerning random restrictions for random graphs
in Section 6. In Section 7 we argue that the hypergraph property of being
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Tura´nnical has a sharp threshold; that is, the threshold determined in one
of our main theorems, Theorem 6, is sharp. In Section 8, finally, we explain
how the concept of random restrictions generalises to other problems besides
Tura´n’s theorem. We provide an outlook on which phenomena may be ob-
served with regard to questions of this type and the corresponding evolution
of random restrictions, and how they may differ from the Tura´n case treated
in this paper.
2. Results
In this section we give our results. We start with non-global but dense
restrictions and then turn to sparse restrictions. Finally we consider sparse
restrictions for sparse random graphs.
2.1. Restrictions that are not global. For completeness, let us start
with a formulation of the problem on non-global restrictions addressed in
Theorem 2 in the hypergraph terms introduced in Definition 3. We define
I(r)(n,m) = ([n], E) as the r-uniform hypergraph with hyperedges E :={
K ∈
(n
r
)
: K ∩ [m] 6= ∅
}
.
Theorem 4. Let r ≥ 3 and n and m ≤ n be positive integers.
(a ) The hypergraph I(r)(n,m) is Tura´nnical if and only if n ≤ (r − 1)m.
(b ) For every δ > 0 there exists ε > 0 such that if n ≥ (1 + δ)(r − 1)m,
then I(r)(n,m) is not ε-Tura´nnical.
It is easy to deduce Theorem 4 from Theorem 2, which determines the
maximum number of edges of a graph G which is not detected by I(r)(n,m)
exactly, also for the case n > (r − 1)m. We prove Theorem 2 in Section 3.
2.2. Sparse restrictions. Next we consider sparser hypergraphs. An easy
counting argument (which we defer to Section 3) gives the following lower
bounds for the density of Tura´nnical and approximately Tura´nnical hyper-
graphs.
Proposition 5. Let r ≥ 3 and n ≥ 5 be integers, let ε be a real with
0 < ε ≤ 1/(2r), and let F = ([n], E) be an r-uniform hypergraph.
(a ) If |E| < n(n−1)(n−2)
r(r−1)2(r−2)
then F is not Tura´nnical.
(b ) If |E| ≤ (1− rε) 14rn
2, then F is not ε-Tura´nnical.
These density bounds are sharp up to constant factors. In fact, in ran-
dom r-uniform hypergraphs their magnitudes provide thresholds for being
Tura´nnical and approximately Tura´nnical, respectively, as the following two
results show. We first state the result concerning the threshold for being
approximately Tura´nnical.
Theorem 6. For every integer r ≥ 3 and every 0 < ε ≤ 1/(2r) there are
c = c(r, ε) > 0 and C = C(r, ε) > 0 such that for any sequence p = pn of
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probabilities
lim
n→∞
P
(
R(r)(n, p) is ε-Tura´nnical
)
=
{
0, if pn ≤ cn
2−r for all n ∈ N,
1, if pn ≥ Cn
2−r for all n ∈ N.
Clearly, a random r-uniform hypergraph with hyperedge probability p =
cn2−r asymptotically almost surely (a.a.s.) has less than 3cr!
(n
2
)
hyperedges.
Thus part (b ) of Proposition 5 does indeed imply the 0-statement in Theo-
rem 6. A proof of the 1-statement is provided in Section 4.
Using part (a ) of Proposition 5, a similar calculation shows that a ran-
dom r-uniform hypergraph with hyperedge probability p = cn3−r with c > 0
sufficiently small is asymptotically almost surely not Tura´nnical. The corre-
sponding 1-statement is given in the following theorem. For the case r = 3
the threshold probability is a constant, which we determine precisely.
Theorem 7. For r = 3 and p constant we have
lim
n→∞
P
(
R(3)(n, p) is Tura´nnical
)
=
{
0, if p ≤ 1/2,
1, if p > 1/2.
For every integer r > 3 there are c = c(r) > 0 and C = C(r) > 0 such that
for any sequence p = pn of probabilities
lim
n→∞
P
(
R(r)(n, p) is Tura´nnical
)
=
{
0, if pn ≤ cn
3−r for all n ∈ N,
1, if pn ≥ Cn
3−r for all n ∈ N.
This theorem is proven in Section 5. As a side remark we mention that,
for its proof we shall need a structural lemma (Lemma 18) which classifies
graphs with at least tr(n) edges and has the following direct consequence
which might be of independent interest.
Lemma 8. For every integer r ≥ 3 and real ε˜ > 0 there exists δ > 0 such
that for all n-vertex graphs G with e(G) > tr(n) one of the the following is
true.
(i ) Some vertex in G is contained in at least δnr−1 copies of Kr.
(ii ) Some edge in G is contained in at least (1 − ε˜)(n/(r − 1))r−2 copies
of Kr.
An edge contained in b triangles is sometimes called a book of size b.
Lemma 8 in the case r = 3 thus states that if e(G) > t3(n) and no vertex
of G is contained in many K3-copies, then G contains a book of size almost
n
2 . We remark that Mubayi [14] recently showed that for every α ∈ (
1
2 , 1),
if G has e(G) > t3(n) and less than α(1− α)n
2/4− o(n2) triangles, then G
contains a book of size at least αn/2. This result is harder, but does not
imply Lemma 8.
Finally, it follows from Friedgut’s celebrated result [7] that the property
of being Tura´nnical considered in Theorem 7 has a sharp threshold. This is
detailed in Section 7.
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2.3. Sparse restrictions for sparse random graphs. In the previous
subsection we examined the effect of random restrictions on Tura´n’s the-
orem. A version of Tura´n’s theorem for the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random graph
G(n, q) was recently proved by Schacht [17], and independently by Conlon
and Gowers [3]. To understand this theorem, one should view Tura´n’s the-
orem as the statement that the fraction of the edges one must delete from
the complete graph Kn to remove all copies of Kr is approximately
1
r−1 .
One can replace Kn with any graph G, and ask which graphs G have the
property that deletion of a fraction of approximately 1r−1 of the edges is
necessary to remove all copies of Kr.
Theorem 9 (Schacht [17], Conlon & Gowers [3]). Given ε > 0 and r there
exists a constant C such that the following is true. For q ≥ Cn−2/(r+1),
a.a.s. G = G(n, q) has the property that every subgraph of G with at least
(1 + ε) r−2r−1e(G) edges contains a copy of Kr.
Prior to the recent breakthroughs [17] and [3], Theorem 9 was known for
r = 3, 4, 5 (see [6, 12, 10], respectively). We remark that this is also closely
related to the more general line of research concerning the local and global
resilience of graphs, which recently received increased attention, after the
work of Sudakov and Vu [21].
Theorem 9 is best possible in the sense that it ceases to be true for values
of q growing more slowly than n−2/(r+1). Moreover, ε cannot be replaced
by 0.
Again, the restriction set in Theorem 9 is the complete r-partite hy-
pergraph (sequence). So, extending Theorem 6, we would like to analyse
what happens when this is replaced by a sparser set of random restrictions
and investigate the influence of the two independent probability parame-
ters (coming from the random restrictions and the random graph) on each
other. Thus, we will be dealing with two random objects: namely a random
r-uniform hypergraph R(r)(n, p) and a random graph G(n, q), picked at the
same time. Furthermore, since we wish to prove asymptotically almost sure
results, we need to refer not to single n-vertex hypergraphs but to sequences
of hypergraphs and graphs.
Before we can formulate our result, we first need to generalise the concept
of being Tura´nnical or approximately Tura´nnical from (copies of Kr in) the
complete graph Kn to arbitrary graphs G. Observe that, in Theorem 9
we are interested in graphs G for which any subgraph with at least (1 +
ε) r−2r−1 · e(G) edges contains a copy of Kr. Hence it is natural to say that the
r-uniform hypergraph F is ε-Tura´nnical for G when F detects every such
subgraph.
For finding a similarly suitable definition of Tura´nnical hypergraphs for G
we need some additional observations. Recall that ε cannot be 0 in The-
orem 9. In other words an exact version of Tura´n’s theorem for random
graphs cannot be expressed in terms of the number of its edges. Instead
it has to utilise the structure provided by Tura´n’s theorem: the maximal
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Kr-free subgraph of G = G(n, q) should have exactly as many edges as the
biggest (r−1)-partite subgraph of G. Accordingly, we will call a hypergraph
Tura´nnical for G if it detects all subgraphs with more edges. The following
definition summarises this.
Definition 10 (Tura´nnical for G). Let r ≥ 3 be an integer, G an n-vertex
graph, and F an r-uniform hypergraph on the same vertex set. Then we call
F exactly Tura´nnical for G when the following holds. Every subgraph of G
with more edges than are contained in a maximum (r−1)-partition of G has
a copy of Kr induced by an edge of F . We say that F is ε-approximately
Tura´nnical for G, or simply ε-Tura´nnical for G, if every subgraph of G with
more than (1 + ε) r−2r−1e(G) edges has a copy of Kr induced by an edge of F .
In this language, Theorem 9 becomes the statement that, given r and
ε > 0, there exists C such that the complete r-uniform hypergraph is a.a.s. ε-
Tura´nnical for G(n, q), whenever q ≥ Cn−2/(r+1). Moreover, according to a
result of Brightwell, Panagiotou and Steger [2], for every r there exists µ > 0
such that the complete r-uniform hypergraph is a.a.s. exactly Tura´nnical for
G(n, q) whenever q > n−µ.1
In our last theorem we determine the relationship between r, ε > 0,
p and q such that the random r-uniform hypergraph R(r)(n, p) is a.a.s.
ε-Tura´nnical for G(n, q). Not surprisingly, a suitable combination of the
two threshold probabilities from Theorem 6 and Theorem 9 determines the
threshold in this case.
Theorem 11. Given r ∈ N, r ≥ 3 and ε ∈ (0, 1/(r − 2)), there exist
c = c(r, ε) > 0 and C = C(r, ε) > 0 such that for any pair of sequences
p = pn and q = qn of probabilities and for ϑq(n) := (nq
(r+1)/2)2−r we have
lim
n→∞
P
(
R(r)(n, p) is ε-Tura´nnical for G(n, q)
)
=
{
0, if pn ≤ cϑq(n) for all n ∈ N,
1, if pn ≥ Cϑq(n) for all n ∈ N.
This theorem states that for a fixed qn the threshold probability for
R(r)(n, p) to be ε-Tura´nnical for G(n, q) is ϑq(n). Equivalently, if instead
we fix the hyperedge probability pn then ϑp(n) := (np
1/(r−2))−2/(r+1) is
the threshold probability for G(n, q) such that R(r)(n, p) is ε-Tura´nnical for
G(n, q). In particular, ϑq(n) is constant when qn is the threshold probability
from Theorem 6 and ϑp(n) is constant when pn is the threshold probability
from Theorem 9.
We note that the requirement ε < 1/(r − 2) in Theorem 11 is necessary
for the 0-statement. Indeed, if ε > 1/(r − 2) then (1 + ε) r−2r−1e(G) > e(G).
1However, Brightwell, Panagiotou and Steger do not believe that their result is best
possible: for example, for r = 3 their proof works for µ = 1/250, but they suggest the
result might hold for any µ < 1/2.
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Therefore the premise in Definition 10 is never met, and consequently every
hypergraph is ε-Tura´nnical.
In order to establish Theorem 11 we employ in Section 6 Schacht’s machin-
ery from [17]. However we need to modify this machinery to allow working
with two sources of randomness: graphs G(n, q) and hypergraphs R(r)(n, p).
We believe that this might prove useful in the future.
We believe that a similar result as Theorem 11 should be true if ε-
Tura´nnical is replaced by exactly Tura´nnical in this theorem. More pre-
cisely, we think that for r ≥ 3 the hypergraph R(r)(n, p) is a.a.s. exactly
Tura´nnical for G(n, q), if p and q are both sufficiently large. For obtaining
a result of this type, possibly a modification of the methods used in [2] may
be of assistance.
3. Deterministic constructions
In this section we provide the proofs for Theorem 2 and Proposition 5.
We start with the latter.
Let F = (V, E) be an r-uniform hypergraph and X be a subset of its ver-
tices of size |X| = s < r. The link hypergraph LinkF (X) = (V, E
′) of X is the
(r − s)-uniform hypergraph with hyperedges E ′ = {Y ∈
( V
r−s
)
: Y ∪X ∈ E}.
If X = {x1, . . . , xs} we also write LinkF (x1, . . . , xs) for LinkF (X). When
the underlying hypergraph F is clear from the context we write Link(X)
instead of LinkF (X).
Proof of Proposition 5. Let the r-uniform hypergraph F = ([n], E) be given.
We start with the proof of (a ) and first consider the case r > 3. We have∑
{u,v}∈([n]2 )
e
(
Link(u, v)
)
=
(
r
2
)
|E| <
(
r
2
)
n(n− 1)(n − 2)
r(r − 1)2(r − 2)
≤
(n
2
)
n
(r − 2)(r − 1)
,
Accordingly there are two vertices u, v ∈ [n] such that (r−2)e
(
Link(u, v)
)
≤
n/(r − 1). Let
L :=
{
w ∈ [n] : w ∈ Y for some Y ∈ E
(
Link(u, v)
)}
be the set of vertices covered by the hyperedges of Link(u, v). Because
Link(u, v) is an (r − 2)-uniform hypergraph, it follows from the choice of u
and v that |L| ≤ n/(r − 1). Now suppose the graph G = ([n], E) is a copy
of the (r − 1)-partite Tura´n graph Tr(n) such that u and v are in the same
partition class of Tr(n) and L is entirely contained in another partition
class. The graph G exists because some partition class of Tr(n) has at least
n/(r − 1) vertices, and at least two partition classes of Tn(r) have at least
two vertices (unless n ≤ r, in which case L = ∅). As r > 3, we can add
the edge uv to G without creating a copy of Kr on any hyperedge of F .
Therefore G+ uv witnesses that F is not Tura´nnical.
For the case r = 3 of (a ) we proceed similarly and infer from |E| <
1
2
(n
3
)
that there are distinct vertices u, v ∈ [n] with e
(
Link(u, v)
)
< n2 − 1
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(observe that the hyperedges in Link(u, v) are singletons). Accordingly we
can place the vertices u, v together with E
(
Link(u, v)
)
into one partition
class of the bipartite graph T3(n) and subsequently add the edge uv. F
does not detect G, even thought e(G) = t3(n) + 1.
For (b ) an even simpler construction for G = ([n], E) suffices. We start
with the complete graph Kn =: G. Then, for each hyperedge Y of F we
pick two arbitrary vertices u, v ∈ Y and delete the edge uv from G (if it
is still present). Using |E| ≤ (1 − rε) 14rn
2 and r ≥ 3, n ≥ 5, it is easy to
check that the resulting graph G has more than (1 + ε)tr(n) edges, and by
construction G contains no copies of Kr on hyperedges of F . Hence F is
not ε-Tura´nnical. 
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 2, which provides an upper bound
on the number of edges in a graph on n vertices with the property that no
r-clique intersects a fixed set M of m vertices. Theorem 2 states that the
following graphs Tr(n,m) are extremal for this problem. For n ≤ (r − 1)m
let Tr(n,m) = Tr(n) be a Tura´n graph on n vertices. For n > (r − 1)m
we construct T = Tr(n,m) as follows. Initially, we take T = Tr((r − 1)m).
We then fix an arbitrary set M ⊆ V (T ) of size m and add n − (r − 1)m
new vertices to T . Finally, for each of the new vertices we add edges to all
other vertices except those in M . By construction, it is clear that Tr(n,m)
has n vertices and no copy of Kr intersects M . Moreover, observe that the
number of edges of Tr(n,m) is given by the function tr(n,m) defined in (1)
since
m2
(r−1
2
)
+m(r−2)
(
n−(r−1)m
)
+
(n−(r−1)m
2
)
=
(
n
2
)
−nm+(r−1)
(
m+ 1
2
)
.
We shall use the following notation. Let G be a graph, X and Y be
disjoint subsets of its vertices, and u be a vertex. Then we write G[X] for
the subgraph of G induced by X and G[X,Y ] for the bipartite subgraph
of G on vertex set X ∪Y which contains exactly those edges of G which run
between X and Y . Moreover, we write Γ(u,X) for the set of neighbours of u
in X, and set deg(u,X) := |Γ(u,X)|.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let r, n, m be fixed and let G and M satisfy the con-
ditions of the theorem. Assume moreover, that G has a maximum number
of edges, subject to these conditions. The definition of tr(n,m) suggests the
following case distinction. We shall first proof the theorem for n ≤ (r− 1)m
and then for n > (r−1)m. In fact, for the second case we use the correctness
of the first case.
First assume n ≤ (r−1)m. In this case we start by iteratively finding vertex
disjoint cliques Q1, . . . , Qk with at least r vertices in G as follows. Assume,
that Q1, . . . , Qi−1 have already been defined for some i. Then let Qi be an
arbitrary maximum clique on at least r vertices in G−
⋃
j<iQj . If no such
clique exists, then set k = i− 1 and terminate.
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Now, let us establish some simple bounds on the number of edges between
these cliques and the rest of G. For this purpose, set qi := v(Qi) ≥ r to
be the number of vertices of the clique Qi for all i ∈ [k] and q :=
∑k
i=1 qi.
Clearly, the graph G−
⋃k
i=1 V (Qi) is Kr-free, and therefore
e
(
G−
k⋃
i=1
V (Qi)
)
≤ tr(n− q) .
Moreover, M ⊆ V (G) \
⋃k
i=1 V (Qi) and we have deg(v,Qi) ≤ r − 2 for
each v ∈ M , as v is not contained in a copy of Kr by assumption. In
addition, the maximality of Q1, . . . , Qk implies that deg(v,Qi) ≤ qi − 1 for
any v ∈ V (G) \ (M ∪
⋃i
j=1 V (Qi)). Putting these three estimates together
we obtain
e(G) ≤
k∑
i=1
(
qi
2
)
+
∑
1≤i<j≤k
(qi − 1)qj + tr(n− q) +mk(r − 2)
+ (q − k)(n −m− q) =: g(q1, . . . , qk) .
(2)
Observe that (2) defines a function g(q1, . . . , qℓ) for each number of argu-
ments ℓ. In particular, we also allow ℓ = 0, in which case (2) asserts that
g() = tr(n). In the remainder of this case of the proof we shall investigate
the family of functions g(q1, . . . , qℓ). We shall show, that for all ℓ > 0 we
have g() > g(q1, . . . , qℓ), which is a consequence of the following claim.
Claim 12. Assuming that q =
∑k
i=1 qi ≤ n−m and qi ≥ r for all i ∈ [k] we
have
g(q1, . . . , qk−1, qk) < g(q1, . . . , qk−1, qk − 1) if qk > r , and (3)
g(q1, . . . , qk−1, qk) < g(q1, . . . , qk−1) if qk = r . (4)
Proof of Claim 12. Adding one or r vertices to a Tura´n graph Tr(n
′) to
create a bigger Tura´n graph and counting the additionally created edges
gives
tr(n
′ + 1)− tr(n
′) = n′ −
⌊ n′
r − 1
⌋
, and (5)
tr(n
′ + r)− tr(n
′) = (r − 1)n′ +
(
r
2
)
−
⌊n′ + r − 1
r − 1
⌋
. (6)
Observe that m > 1, or otherwise r ≤ q ≤ n− 1 ≤ (r − 1)m− 1 would lead
to a contradiction. If qk > r then plugging (5) (with n
′ = n − q) into the
definition of g in (2) we obtain
g(q1, . . . , qk−1, qk − 1)− g(q1, . . . , qk−1, qk) = m−
⌊n− q
r − 1
⌋
− 1 > 0 ,
proving (3). Similarly, if qk = r then (6) implies
g(q1, . . . , qk−1)− g(q1, . . . , qk−1, qk) = m−
⌊n− q
r − 1
⌋
− 1 > 0 ,
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proving (4). 
Clearly, applying Claim 12 for sequentially decreasing or discarding the
last argument of g(q1, . . . , qℓ) gives that
g
(
v(Q1), v(Q2), . . . , v(Qk)
)
= g(q1, . . . , qk) ≤ g() = tr(n) .
Moreover, equality holds only when k = 0, that is, when G does not contain
any Kr. This proves the theorem in the case n ≤ (r − 1)m.
Now assume n > (r−1)m. Let X ⊆ V (G)−M be the vertices of V (G)−M
which possess at least one neighbour in M . Let Y := V (G) −M −X. We
start by transforming G into a graph with the same number of edges, which
satisfies the assumptions of the theorem, and which has the clear structure
described in the following claim.
Claim 13. We may assume without loss of generality that
(a ) For each x ∈ X we have deg(x) ≥ n−m.
(b ) G[M ] is a complete s-partite graph with parts M1, . . . ,Ms, for some
s ≤ r−1. Moreover, Γ(u,X) = Γ(u′,X) for all u, u′ ∈Mi and 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
(c ) G[X] is a complete t-partite graph with parts X1, . . . ,Xt, for some t.
(d ) For eachMi andXj with i ∈ [s] and j ∈ [t], either G[Mi,Xj ] is complete
or empty, which we denote by Mi ∼ Xj and Mi ≁ Xj , respectively.
For each i ∈ [s] we have Mi ∼ Xj for at most r − 2 values of j.
Proof of Claim 13. To see (a ), observe that, if some x ∈ X were adjacent
to fewer than n − m vertices of G, then deleting all edges adjacent to x
and inserting edges from x to all vertices in X ∪ Y (except x) would yield a
modified graph with no Kr intersecting M , and with at least as many edges
as G. Note that x gets removed from the set X of neighbours of M to Y
during this modification.
Now we turn to (b ). Suppose that u and v are two non-adjacent vertices
ofM . If deg(u) ≥ deg(v), then the graph G′ obtained from G by deleting all
edges emanating from v and inserting all edges from v to Γ(u) certainly does
not have fewer edges than G, and further G′ does not have any copy of Kr
intersectingM . Clearly, repeating this process for every pair of non-adjacent
vertices of M gives a graph with the desired property.
Applying an analogous process to non-adjacent vertices in X we infer (c ).
Note that these deletion and insertion processes in M and X moreover
guarantee the first part of (d ). The second part follows since otherwise we
would obtain a Kr intersecting M . 
In the following we assume that G has the partite structure described in
Claim 13 and use it to infer some further properties of G which in turn will
allow us to obtain the desired bound on the edges in G. By (a ) of Claim 13
we have |Xj |+
∑
i:Mi≁Xj
|Mi| ≤ m, and hence
|X| =
∑
j
|Xj | ≤
∑
j
(
m−
∑
i:Mi≁Xj
|Mi|
)
=
∑
j
∑
i:Mi∼Xj
|Mi| ≤ (r−2)m, (7)
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where the last inequality follows from (d ) of Claim 13.
Clearly, this implies |Y | = n−|X|−|M | ≥ n−(r−1)m > 0 which allows us
to conclude that the inequality in Claim 13(a ) is in fact an equality: Suppose
for contradiction that deg(x) ≥ n −m + 1 for some x ∈ X. Then we may
select any y ∈ Y and obtain a graph G′ by deleting all edges incident to y
and inserting all edges from y to the neighbours of x. This graph continues
to satisfy the conditions of the theorem and has at least one more edge. It
follows that for each x ∈ X we have deg(x) = n− |M |.
For each i ∈ [s] we also have that Mi ∼ Xj for exactly r − 2 values of j
(otherwise we could set all vertices of Mi adjacent to y for some y ∈ Y and
gain edges, since |Y | > 0). It follows that in fact equality must hold in (7)
and hence |X| = (r−2)m. This implies that |X ∪M | = (r−1)m. Hence we
may apply the first case of the proof on the graph G[X ∪M ] and conclude
that e(G[X ∪M ]) ≤ tr((r − 1)m) = m
2
(r−1
2
)
. Therefore,
e(G) = e(G[X ∪M ]) + |X||Y |+
(
|Y |
2
)
≤ m2
(
r−1
2
)
+m(r − 2)(n − (r − 1)m) +
(
n−(r−1)m
2
)
= tr(n,m) ,
as desired. 
4. Approximately Tura´nnical random hypergraphs
In this section we prove Theorem 6. As noted in Section 1, the simple
deterministic part (b ) of Proposition 5, that no too sparse hypergraph F can
be ε-approximately Tura´nnical, gives the 0-statement. We therefore focus
on the proof of the 1-statement. To this end we use the following theorem
of Erdo˝s and Simonovits [5].
Theorem 14 (Erdo˝s & Simonovits [5]). Given any r ∈ N and ε > 0, there
exists δ > 0 such that the following is true. If G is any n-vertex graph with
e(G) ≥ (1 + ε)tr(n), then there are at least δn
r copies of Kr in G.
Proof of Theorem 6. Given ε > 0, by Theorem 14, there exists δ > 0 such
that if G is any graph with e(G) ≥ (1+ε)tr(n), then G contains at least δn
r
copies of Kr.
Let p ≥
(n
2
)
n−r/δ. Given one graph G with at least δnr copies of Kr, the
probability that G is not detected by R(r)(n, p) is at most
(1− p)δn
r
.
Summing over the at most 2(
n
2) such graphs G, we see that the probability
that there exists an n-vertex graph G, with at least δnr copies of Kr, which
is undetected by R(r)(n, p), is at most
2(
n
2)(1− p)δn
r
< 2(
n
2)e−pδn
r
≤ 2(
n
2)e−(
n
2) ,
which tends to zero as n tends to infinity. In particular, with probability
tending to 1, any graph G with e(G) ≥ (1+ε)tr(n) is detected by R
(r)(n, p).

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5. Exactly Tura´nnical random hypergraphs
In this section we prove Theorem 7. The 0-statement of Theorem 7 follows
from Proposition 5 (a) for r > 3, and from Lemma 15 below for r = 3.
Lemma 15. For p ≤ 12 , we have P(R
(3)(n, p) is Tura´nnical ) = o(1).
Proof. By monotonicity, we may assume that p = 12 . As in the proof of
Proposition 5 it suffices to show that there is a.a.s. a pair of vertices u, v ∈
V (R(3)(n, p)) with e(Link(u, v)) ≤ n2 − 2 (we remark that the hypergraph
Link(u, v) is 1-uniform in this case). So choose two arbitrary vertices u and v.
Observe that from the properties binomial distribution P (e(Link(u, v)) >
n
2 − 2) ≤ 0.6, for large enough n. Let {u1, v1}, . . . , {u⌊n2 ⌋, v⌊
n
2
⌋} be disjoint
pairs of vertices. Using the independence of the variables e(Link(ui, vi)), we
obtain that P
(
∀i : e(Link(ui, vi) >
n
2 − 2
)
≤ 0.6⌊
n
2
⌋ = o(1). 
For the 1-statement of Theorem 7 we shall, in Lemma 18, investigate the
structural properties of graphs with more edges than a Tura´n graph has, and
classify them into three possible categories. We then treat these three types
of graphs separately, and show for each of them that with high probability a
random restriction hypergraph R(r)(n, p) detects each of the graphs of this
type. Let us first take a small detour.
The Erdo˝s-Simonovits theorem, Theorem 14, states that graphs G with
many more edges than a Tura´n graph Tr(n) contain a positive fraction
of the possible r-cliques. This is not true anymore when G has just one
edge more than Tr(n). However, as the well-known stability theorem of
Simonovits [19] shows, we can still draw the same conclusion when we know
in addition that G looks very different from Tr(n). To state the result of
Simonovits we need the following definition. Let ε be a positive constant
and G and H be graphs on n vertices. If G cannot be obtained from H by
adding and deleting together at most εn2 edges, then we say that G is ε-far
from H.
Theorem 16 (Simonovits [19]). For every r ≥ 3 and ε > 0 there exists
δ > 0 such that any n-vertex graph G with e(G) ≥ tr(n) which is ε-far
from Tr(n) contains at least δn
r copies of Kr.
If a graph G is not far from a Tura´n graph, on the other hand, we have
a lot of structural information about G: we know that its vertex set can
be partitioned into r − 1 sets which are almost of the same size and almost
independent, such that most of the edges between these sets are present. If
in addition almost all vertices of G have many neighbours in all partition
classes other than their own, then we say that G has an ε-close (r − 1)-
partition. The following definition makes this precise.
Definition 17 (ε-close (r − 1)-partition). Let G = (V,E) be a graph. An
ε-close (r − 1)-partition of G is a partition V = V0∪˙V1∪˙ . . . ∪˙Vr−1 of its
vertex set such that
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(i ) |V0| ≤ ε
2n and |Vi| ≥ (1− ε)
n
r−1 for all i ∈ [r − 1],
(ii ) for all v ∈ V0 we have deg(v) ≤ (1− ε
2) r−2r−1n, and for all i, j ∈ [r− 1]
with i 6= j and for all v ∈ Vi we have deg(v, Vj) ≥ (1− ε)|Vj |.
The edges (non-edges) in such a partition that run between two different
parts Vi and Vj with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r − 1, are called crossing, and those that lie
within a partition class Vi with 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, are non-crossing.
The following lemma states that a graph which has at least as many
edges as Tr(n) either contains a vertex whose neighbourhood has a positive
Kr−1-density, or has an ε-close (r − 1)-partition.
Lemma 18. For every integer r ≥ 3 and real 0 < ε ≤ 1/(16r2) there exists
a positive constant δ such that for every n-vertex graph G with e(G) ≥ tr(n)
one of the the following is true.
(i ) Some vertex in G is contained in at least δnr−1 copies of Kr.
(ii ) G has an ε-close (r − 1)-partition.
We postpone the proof of Lemma 18 and first sketch that it implies
Lemma 8.
Proof of Lemma 8. Suppose we are given r and ε˜. By monotonicity we may
assume that ε˜ < 1/16. Let δ be given by Lemma 18 with input parameters
r and ε := ε˜/r2. By Lemma 18 it suffices to show that in each n-vertex
graph G with
e(G) > tr(n) (8)
which possesses an ε-close (r− 1)-partition V (G) = V0∪˙V1∪˙ . . . ∪˙Vr−1 there
is an edge contained in at least (1 − ε˜)(n/(r − 1))r−2 copies of Kr. First
observe that by (8) and (ii ) of Definition 17 we have e(G−V0) > tr(n− |V0|).
Thus, by Tura´n’s Theorem, there is an edge uv ⊆ Vi for some i ∈ [r − 1].
The edge uv has at least (1− 2ε)|Vj | common neighbours in each Vj , j 6= i,
creating at least((
1−(r−1)ε
)
(1−ε)
n
r − 1
)r−2
≥ (1−rε)r−2
( n
r − 1
)r−2
≥ (1−ε˜)
( n
r − 1
)r−2
copies of Kr. 
Proof of Lemma 18. Given r and ε, let G be an n-vertex graph with e(G) ≥
tr(n). By Theorem 16, there exists γ = γ(ε, r) > 0 such that if G is
ε3/(16r3)-far from Tr(n), then G contains γn
r copies of Kr. We set
δ := min
{
γ,
1
r!2rrr
,
ε
4rrr
,
( ε
2r
)r−1}
.
Since e(G) ≥ tr(n), either G = Tr(n), which clearly has an ε-close (r − 1)-
partition, or G contains a copy of Kr. Observe that the last term in this
minimum ensures that if n < 2rε , then δn
r−1 < 1, and thus that one copy of
Kr in G is enough to satisfy the Lemma. It follows that we may henceforth
assume n ≥ 2rε .
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As G contains γnr copies of Kr then there is a vertex lying in γn
r−1 ≥
δnr−1 copies of Kr. Thus we may assume that G is not ε
3/(16r3)-far
from Tr(n). So there exists a balanced partition V (G) = U1∪˙ . . . ∪˙Ur−1 such
that the total number of non-edges between the parts is at most ε3n2/(16r3).
Now for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, we define
Vi =
{
v ∈ V (G) : deg(v, V (G) \ Ui) ≥
(r − 2
r − 1
−
ε
4r
)
n
}
. (9)
We let V0 := V (G)\(V1∪. . .∪Vr−1). We aim to show that either there is some
vertex ofG which lies in at least δnr−1 copies ofKr, or that V0∪˙V1∪˙ . . . ∪˙Vr−1
is an ε-close (r − 1)-partition.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, every vertex in Ui \ Vi lies in at least εn/(4r)
non-edges crossing the partition (U1, . . . , Ur−1). It follows that
|Ui \ Vi| ≤
ε2n
4r2
, (10)
since there are at most ε3n2/(16r3) such non-edges. Summing over i =
1, . . . , r − 1 we get
|V0| ≤
(r − 1)ε2n
4r2
<
ε2n
4r
< ε2n . (11)
Since n ≥ 2r/ε we also have, for each 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r − 1 with i 6= j, and each
v ∈ Vi, that
|Vi| ≥ |Ui| −
ε2n
4r2
> (1− ε)
n
r − 1
, and
deg(v, Vj)
(9),(10)
≥ |Uj| − 1−
εn
4r
−
ε2n
4r2
≥ |Vj | − 1− (r − 2)
ε2n
4r2
−
εn
4r
−
ε2n
4r2
≥ (1− ε)|Vj | ,
(12)
where we use ε ≤ 110 to obtain the last inequality.
We claim that a vertex u lying in more than one of the sets V1, . . . , Vr−1
must lie in at least δnr−1 copies of Kr. To see this, observe that u must have
at least (1− ε)|Vi| neighbours in Vi for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r− 1. Now consider the
following method of constructing a copy of Kr in G using u. We choose a
neighbour v1 of u in V1, a common neighbour v2 of u and v1 in V2, and so
on. Since ε ≤ 1/(16r), the common neighbourhood of u, v1, . . . , vi−1 in Vi
contains at least (1 − iε)|Vi| >
n
2(r−1) vertices for each i, there are at least
n
2(r−1) choices at each of the r− 1 steps (and in particular this construction
is possible). This procedure may construct the same copy of Kr more than
once (since at this point we do not yet know that the sets V1, . . . , Vr−1 are
disjoint), but not more than (r − 1)! times. It follows that u lies in at least
1
(r − 1)!
(
n
2(r − 1)
)r−1
≥ δnr−1
copies of Kr.
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Hence, we can assume from now on that the sets V1, . . . , Vr−1 are disjoint.
Next we claim that a vertex u in V0 whose degree exceeds (1−ε
2) r−2r−1n must
lie in at least δnr−1 copies of Kr. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that we have deg(u, V1) ≤ deg(u, V2) ≤ . . . ≤ deg(u, Vr−1). Since u /∈ V1, we
have
deg(u, V1) = deg(u)− deg(u, V (G) \ V1)
≥ deg(u)− deg(u,U2∪˙ . . . ∪˙Ur−1)− |U1 \ V1|
(9),(10)
> (1− ε2)
r − 2
r − 1
n−
(r − 2
r − 1
−
ε
4r
)
n−
ε2n
4r2
≥ −ε2n+
εn
4r
−
ε2n
4r2
≥
εn
16r
,
(13)
where the last inequality follows from ε ≤ 1/(16r). Since deg(u, V2) ≥
deg(u, V1) and u has at most
n
r−1 + ε
2n non-neighbours by assumption, we
infer that deg(u, V2) ≥
n
3(r−1) , using again ε ≤ 1/(16r). Hence
deg(u, Vi) ≥
n
3(r − 1)
for each 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1. (14)
Now consider the same inductive construction of copies of Kr containing u
as before. This time we know that there are at least εn16r choices for v1, and
at least
n
3(r − 1)
− (i− 1)ε|Vi| >
n
4(r − 1)
choices for vi, for each 2 ≤ i ≤ r−1. Since the sets V1, . . . , Vr−1 are disjoint,
each copy of Kr can be constructed in only one way. Thus u does indeed lie
in at least
εn
16r
(
n
4(r − 1)
)r−2
≥ δnr−1
copies of Kr.
Accordingly, we can assume that deg(u) ≤ (1 − ε2) r−2r−1n, for all u in V0.
Together with (11) and (12) this implies that the partition V0∪˙ . . . ∪˙Vr−1
satisfies (i ) and (ii ) of Definition 17 and hence is an ε-close (r−1)-partition
of G. 
We need a more precise structural result to handle the case r = 3 of
Theorem 7. As we shall see, this is a simple consequence of the above proof.
Corollary 19. For every 0 < ε ≤ 1/144 there exists a positive constant δ
such that for all n-vertex graphs G with e(G) ≥ t3(n) one of the the following
is true.
(i ) G contains at least δn3 triangles.
(ii ) There is a vertex u of G such that Γ(u) ⊃ X∪˙Y , where |X||Y | ≥
εn2/288 and e(X,Y ) ≥ (1− 4ε)|X||Y |.
(iii ) G has an ε-close 2-partition.
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Proof. We follow the previous proof with r = 3, using the same value for δ.
If G contains less than δn3 triangles we obtain the three sets V0, V1, V2 (as
defined in (9)). If these sets do not form a partition of V (G), then there is a
vertex v in both V1 and V2. Then we let X := Γ(v)∩V1 and Y := Γ(v)∩V2.
By (12) we have |X||Y | ≥ (1− ε)2|V1||V2| ≥ (1− ε)
4n2/4 > εn2/32 because
ε ≤ 1/2. Since each vertex of X is adjacent to all but at most ε|V2| vertices
of Y by (12), we also have e(X,Y ) ≥ (1− 4ε)|X||Y | as required.
Hence we may assume that V0, V1, V2 form a partition of V (G). The
only remaining barrier to V0, V1, V2 being an ε-close 2-partition of G is the
existence of a vertex v in V0 with degree more than (1 − ε
2)n2 . As in the
previous proof, if this vertex exists we may without loss of generality presume
by (13) that it has at least εn/48 neighbours in V1, and by (14) that it has at
least n/6 neighbours in V2. Again we let X := Γ(v)∩V1, and Y := Γ(v)∩V2,
and get |X||Y | ≥ εn2/288 as required. Now since |Y | > |V2|/4, and since
every vertex in X is adjacent to all but at most ε|V2| vertices of Y , we have
e(X,Y ) ≥ (1− 4ε)|X||Y | as required. 
Our next lemma counts the number of graphs with an ε-close (r − 1)-
partition and a given number of non-crossing edges. In addition it estimates
the number of r-cliques in such a graph.
Lemma 20. Let ℓ ≥ 0 and r ≥ 3 be integers, 0 < ε < 1/(2r) be a real and
n ≥ 2r3/ε2 be an integer. Let G be the family of all graphs on a fixed vertex
set of size n with e(G) > tr(n) which have an ε-close (r − 1)-partition with
exactly ℓ non-crossing edges. Then
(a ) if ℓ = 0 then |G| = 0,
(b ) |G| ≤ r5ℓn, and
(c ) every G ∈ G contains at least ℓ
(
n
2r−2
)r−2
copies of Kr.
Proof. In the following, let G ∈ G. We fix an ε-close (r − 1)-partition
V0, . . . , Vr−1 of G with ℓ non-crossing edges. Let the number of crossing
non-edges be k.
First we show (c ). Let e be a non-crossing edge of G. Without loss of
generality, we may presume e lies in V1. We can construct an r-clique using
e as follows: we choose any common neighbour v2 of e in V2, then a common
neighbour v3 of e and v2 in V3, and so on. By definition of an ε-close (r−1)-
partition, for each 2 ≤ i ≤ r−1, the common neighbourhood of e, v2, . . . , vi−1
in Vi has size at least (1− iε)|Vi| >
1
2n/(r−1) because ε < 1/(2r). It follows
that e lies in at least (n/(2r − 2))r−2 copies of Kr in G. Further, if e
′ is a
second non-crossing edge of G, then no r-clique of G using e′ can be one of
the r-cliques through e given by the above construction. It follows that G
contains ℓ(n/(2r − 2))r−2 copies of Kr.
Now we prove (a ) and (b ). We first show that
ℓ ≥ |V0|+ k + 1 . (15)
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If V0 = ∅, then we have tr(n) + 1 ≤ e(G) ≤ tr(n) + ℓ − k, and therefore
ℓ ≥ |V0|+ k+ 1. If V0 6= ∅ on the other hand, then, since every vertex in V0
has degree at most (1− ε2) r−2r−1n, we have
tr(n) + 1 ≤ e(G) ≤ (1− ε
2)
r − 2
r − 1
n|V0|+
(
n− |V0|
r − 1
)2(r − 1
2
)
+ ℓ− k .
Using the facts |V0| ≤ ε
2n and
(
n
r−1
)2(r−1
2
)
≤ tr(n) + r
2, we infer
tr(n) + 1
≤ (1− ε2) r−2r−1n|V0|+
(
n
r−1
)2(r−1
2
)
− r−2r−1n|V0|+
(r−2)
2(r−1) |V0|
2 + ℓ− k
≤ tr(n) + r
2 − ε2 r−2r−1n|V0|+ ε
2 r−2
2(r−1)n|V0|+ ℓ− k
= tr(n) + r
2 − ε2 r−22(r−1)n|V0|+ ℓ− k .
It follows from n ≥ 2r3/ε2 that ε2 r−22(r−1)n|V0| ≥ r
2 + |V0|, and so we again
obtain ℓ ≥ |V0|+ k + 1.
Now, if G ∈ G exists, then (15) clearly implies ℓ > 0, proving (a ). It
remains to show (b ). We can construct any graph G in G as follows. We
choose k ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ− 1}. We partition [n] into r sets V0, . . . , Vr−1 such that
V0 satisfies (15). For each pair of vertices intersecting V0, we choose whether
or not to make it an edge of G; there are at most 2|V0|n ≤ 2ℓn such choices.
Then we choose k pairs of vertices crossing the partition to be non-edges of
G, and make all other crossing pairs edges of G. Finally, we choose ℓ pairs
of vertices within partition classes to be the ℓ non-crossing edges of G. The
total number of choices in this process is at most∑
0≤k≤ℓ−1
rn2ℓn
((n
2
)
k
)((n
2
)
ℓ
)
(15)
≤ ℓrn2ℓnn2ℓ+2ℓ ≤ r5ℓn ,
as required. 
With these tools at hand we can proceed to the proof of Theorem 7. For a
binomially distributed random variable X we will use the following Chernoff
bound which can be found, e.g., in [11, Theorem 2.1]. For each γ ∈ (0, 13)
we have
P
(
X ≤ (1− γ)EX
)
≤ exp(−γ2EX/2) . (16)
Proof of the 1-statements of Theorem 7. We shall first prove the case r = 3
and then turn to the case r > 3. In both cases we will consider the class Gr
of all n-vertex graphs G with e(G) > tr(n). In the case r = 3, G3 can be
written as the union of three sub-classes GA, GB, and GC defined by the
properties in (i ), (ii ), and (iii ) of Corollary 19, respectively. Similarly, for
r > 3 Lemma 18 allows us to write Gr = GD∪GE, where the graphs GD and GE
enjoy properties given by Lemma 18(i ) and Lemma 18(ii ), respectively. We
will prove that for each of these sub-classes a.a.s. the random hypergraph
R(r)(n, p) with p as required detects all graphs in this sub-class. The result
then follows from the union bound.
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Case r = 3: Let p > 1/2 be fixed and set
ε := min
{ 1
144
,
p
8
,
2p− 1
4p+ 3
}
.
Let δ > 0 be guaranteed by Corollary 19 for this ε. Observe that this
choice of ε and n allows the application of Corollary 19. Further, let G3 =
GA ∪ GB ∪ GC be as defined above. We will now show for each of the graph
classes GA, GB, and GC that a.a.s. R
(3)(n, p) detects all their members.
Suppose a graph G ∈ GA is given. Then Corollary 19(i ) the graph G
contains at least δn3 triangles. The probability that R(3)(n, p) does not
detect G is at most
(1− p)δn
3
≤ e−pδn
3
≤ e−δn
3/2 ,
and since |GA| < 2
(n2), applying the union bound, the probability that there
is a graph in GA which R
(3)(n, p) does not detect is at most
2(
n
2)e−δn
3/2 ,
which tends to zero as n tends to infinity.
Recall that GB is the sub-class of G3 with graphs in which there is a
vertex u and disjoint set X,Y ⊆ Γ(u) with both |X||Y | ≥ εn2/288 and
e(X,Y ) ≥ (1−4ε)|X||Y |. Suppose that a 3-uniform n-vertex hypergraph H
has the property that for every vertex v and disjoint sets W and Z with
|W ||Z| ≥ εn2/288, there are more than 4ε|W ||Z| hyperedges of H, each
consisting of v, a vertex of W , and a vertex of Z. Then, clearly for any
G ∈ GB the hypergraph H detects G. Hence it remains to show that a.a.s.
R(3)(n, p) has this property.
Given one vertex v and pair of disjoint vertex sets X and Y of R(3)(n, p)
with |X||Y | ≥ εn2/288 the expected size of E
(
LinkR(3)(n,p)(v)
)
∩ (X×Y ) in
R(3)(n, p) is p|X||Y |. Using the Chernoff bound (16), the probability that
we have
e
(
LinkR(3)(n,p)(v) ∩ (X × Y )
)
< 4ε|X||Y | ≤ p|X||Y |/2
is at most e−p|X||Y |/8 ≤ e−εn
2/5000. By the union bound, the probability
that there exists any such vertex and pair of disjoint subsets in R(3)(n, p) is
at most
n2n2ne−εn
2/5000
which tends to zero as n tends to infinity.
Finally, GC is the class of n-vertex graphs G ∈ G3 which possess an ε-
close 2-partition V0∪˙V1∪˙V2. Since e(G) ≥ tr(n) + 1 there is at least one
non-crossing edge e in this partition by Lemma 20(a ). Without loss of
generality, we may presume e lies in V1. Then the common neighbourhood
of e contains more than (1 − 2ε)|V2| ≥ (1 − 3ε)
n
2 vertices. In particular, if
R(3)(n, p) has the property that every pair of vertices is in at least (1+3ε)n2
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hyperedges, then R(3)(n, p) detects every graph in GC. We will show that
a.a.s. R(3)(n, p) has this property.
Given one pair of vertices u, v, we have
E
(
e(LinkR(3)(n,p)(u, v))
)
= p(n− 2) .
Using the fact that ε ≤ 2p−14p+3 we note that
(1 + 3ε)
n
2
≤
(
1 + 3
2p − 1
4p + 3
)n
2
=
(
1− 2
2p − 1
4p + 3
)
pn < (1− ε)p(n − 2) ,
for large enough n. The Chernoff bound (16) then gives
P
(
e(LinkR(3)(n,p)(u, v)) ≤ (1 + 3ε)
n
2
)
≤
P
(
e(LinkR(3)(n,p)(u, v)) ≤ (1− ε)p(n− 2)
)
≤ e−ε
2p(n−2)/2 .
By the union bound, the probability that there exists any such pair of ver-
tices in R(3)(n, p) is at most
(n
2
)
e−ε
2p(n−2)/2, which tends to zero as n tends
to infinity.
Case r > 3: Let ε := 1/(16r2), and let δ > 0 be the positive constant guar-
anteed by Lemma 18 for this ε. Let Gr = GD ∪ GE be classes of n-vertex
graphs satisfying (i ) and (ii ) of Lemma 18, respectively. Set
C := max
{
1
δ
, 6r(2r − 2)r−2
}
, and let p ≥ Cn3−r .
Again, we will prove that a.a.s. R(r)(n, p) detects all graphs in GD and GE.
The class GD contains the graphs from Gr in which there is a vertex
contained in at least δnr−1 copies of Kr. Given one such graph G, the
probability that G is not detected by R(r)(n, p) is at most
(1− p)δn
r−1
< e−Cn
3−rδnr−1 = e−Cδn
2
≤ e−n
2
,
and since there are at most 2(
n
2) graphs in GD, the probability that there is
a graph in GD undetected by R
(r)(n, p) is at most
2(
n
2)e−n
2
,
which tends to zero as n tends to infinity.
It remains to consider the class GE of graphs G ∈ Gr with ε-close (r− 1)-
partition. For 1 ≤ ℓ ≤
(
n
2
)
let GE(ℓ) ⊆ GE be the class of graphs that have an
ε-close (r−1)-partition with exactly ℓ non-crossing edges. By Lemma 20(a )
we have ⋃
1≤ℓ≤(n2)
GE(ℓ) = GE . (17)
Now fix ℓ ∈ {1, . . . ,
(n
2
)
}. Lemma 20(b ) asserts that |GE(ℓ)| ≤ r
5ℓn. More-
over, each graph in GE(ℓ) contains at least ℓ(n/(2r− 2))
r−2 copies of Kr by
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Lemma 20(c ). Hence, by the union bound, the probability that R(r)(n, p)
fails to detect at least one graph in GE(ℓ) is at most
r5ℓn(1− p)(
n
2r−2)
r−2
ℓ < r5ℓn exp
(
−Cn3−rℓ
( n
2r − 2
)r−2)
≤ r5ℓne−6rℓn < e−ℓn .
Finally, applying the union bound in conjunction with (17), we conclude
that R(r)(n, p) detects all graphs in GE with probability at least 1−
(
n
2
)
e−n,
which tends to one as n tends to infinity. 
6. Tura´nnical hypergraphs for random graphs
In this section we prove Theorem 11. For this purpose we shall use the
machinery developed by Schacht [17] for proving Theorem 9. Conlon and
Gowers [3] obtained independently (using different methods) a result very
similar to Schacht’s. While either result is equally suited for proving 11 we
follow notation introduced in [17]. Schacht formulates a powerful abstract
result, a so-called transference theorem (Theorem 3.3 in [17]; see also The-
orem 4.5 in [3]), which is phrased in the language of hypergraphs and gives
very general conditions under which a result from extremal combinatorics
may be transferred to an analogue for sparse random structures. Actually,
Theorem 9 mentioned above is only one of several results where the trans-
ference theorem applies. Schacht, and Conlon and Gowers, give further
applications to transfer the multidimensional Szemere´di theorem, a result
on Schur’s equation, and others. Here we are interested in a transference of
Theorem 6.
Below we will state a special version of Schacht’s transference theorem,
tailored to our situation. For formulating this theorem we need some defini-
tions. We remark that in these definitions we slightly deviate from Schacht’s
setting. More precisely, the transference theorem uses a certain sequence of
hypergraphs which encode the classical extremal problem under considera-
tion. In the case of Tura´n’s problem for Kr, the n-th hypergraph in this
sequence has vertex set E(Kn) and a hyperedge for every
(r
2
)
-tuple of el-
ements from E(Kn) which form a copy of Kr in Kn in Schacht’s setting.
Instead, we shall work with r-uniform hypergraphs Hn on vertex set V (Kn),
making use of the fact that a copy of Kr is uniquely identified by its vertices.
The corresponding modifications of the definitions and of the transference
theorem are straightforward.
The transference theorem requires the sequence of hypergraphs to satisfy
two conditions. The first one is a requirement upon the extremal problem
to be transferred, namely, that it has a certain ‘super-saturation’ property
(similar to the one given in Theorem 14). The following definition makes
this precise.
Definition 21 ((α, ε, ζ)-dense). Let H = (Hn)n∈N be a sequence of n-vertex
r-uniform hypergraphs, α ≥ 0 and ε, ζ > 0 be constants. We say H is
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(α, ε, ζ)-dense if the following is true. There exists n0 such that for every
n ≥ n0 and every graph G on the vertex set V (Hn) with at least (α+ ε)
(n
2
)
edges, the number of copies of Kr in G induced by hyperedges of Hn is at
least ζe(Hn).
The second condition determines the sparseness of a random graph to
which one may transfer the extremal result. Given an r-uniform hypergraph
H, a graph G on the same vertex set, and a pair of distinct vertices u and v
of V (G), we let degi(u, v,G) be the number of hyperedges of H containing
u, v and at least i edges of G, not counting the possible edge uv. If u = v
we let degi(u, v,G) := 0. The hypergraph H itself is suppressed from the
notation as it will be clear from the context. We set
µi(H, q) := E
[∑
u,v
deg2i
(
u, v,G(n, q)
)]
,
where the expectation is taken over the space of random graphs G(n, q).
Definition 22 ((K,q)-bounded). Let H = (Hn)n∈N be a sequence of n-
vertex r-uniform hypergraphs, q = (qn)n∈N be a sequence of probabilities,
and K ≥ 1 be a constant. We say that H is (K,q)-bounded if the following
holds. For each i ∈ [
(
r
2
)
− 1] there exists n0 such that for each n ≥ n0 and
q ≥ qn we have
µi(Hn, q) ≤ Kq
2i ·
e(Hn)
2
n2
.
We can now state (a special case of) Schacht’s transference theorem.
Theorem 23 (transference theorem, Schacht [17]). For all r ≥ 3, K ≥ 1,
δ > 0, ζ > 0 and (ωn)n∈N with ωn → ∞ as n → ∞, there exists C > 1
such that the following holds. Let ε := 8−r(r−1)/2δ, and let H = (Hn)n∈N be
a sequence of n-vertex r-uniform hypergraphs which is ( r−2r−1 , ε, ζ)-dense. Let
q = (qn)n∈N be a sequence of probabilities with q
r(r−1)/2
n · e(Hn) → ∞ and
Cqn < 1/ωn such that H is (K,q)-bounded.
Then the following holds a.a.s. for G = G(n,Cqn). Every subgraph of G
with at least ( r−2r−1+δ)·e(G) edges contains an r-clique induced by a hyperedge
of Hn.
We remark that the quantification in this theorem and the (α, ε, ζ)-dense-
ness condition given here is not the same as in [17] (in fact, in [17] the two
parameters ε and ζ are not made explicit in the concept of α-denseness used
in [17]). The statement in [17] is certainly cleaner, but for our purposes
it is necessary that we check the denseness condition only for a special ε
(as opposed to all ε > 0, which is necessary for the original definition of
α-denseness), and that the constant C does not depend on the sequences
H or q. That Theorem 23 is valid, however, follows easily from the proof
of [17, Theorem 3.3]. This can be checked as follows. It is clearly stated in
the proof of [17, Theorem 3.3] that the requirement of (α, ε, ζ)-denseness is
necessary only once, namely for the base case of the induction performed
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there, with the value ε = 8−r(r−1)/2δ given above. The values of the various
constants are also explicitly stated in the proof. In particular, the value of
C does indeed depend only upon r, K, δ and ζ as claimed.
To prove the 1-statement of Theorem 11, we need to further modify the
setting from [17]: we do not have a sequence of fixed hypergraphs, but
instead a sequence of random objectsR(r)(n, pn). We describe how to modify
the above definitions appropriately, and explain why the transfer result we
require, Corollary 26, follows from Theorem 23.
Definition 24 ((α, ε, ζ)-dense for random hypergraphs). Let p = (pn)n∈N
be a sequence of probabilities, and let α, ε, ζ ≥ 0 be constants. We say the
random hypergraph R(r)(n, pn) is a.a.s. (α, ε, ζ)-dense if a.a.s. for Rn =
R(r)(n, pn), the following is true. For every n-vertex graph G on [n] with at
least (α+ε)
(n
2
)
edges, the number of copies of Kr in G induced by hyperedges
of Rn is at least ζe(Rn).
Next, we modify the definition of boundedness.
Definition 25 ((K,q)-bounded for random hypergraphs). Let p = (pn)n∈N
and q = (qn)n∈N be sequences of probabilities and K ≥ 1 be a constant.
We say that the random hypergraph R(r)(n, pn) is a.a.s. (K,q)-bounded if
the following holds a.a.s. for Rn = R
(r)(n, pn). For each i ∈ [
(r
2
)
− 1] and
q˜ ≥ qn, we have
µi(Rn, q˜) ≤ Kq˜
2i ·
e(Rn)
2
n2
.
Using these definitions we obtain the following transference result using
random hypergraphs as a corollary to Theorem 23.
Corollary 26. Given r ≥ 3, K ≥ 1, δ > 0, ζ > 0 and (ωn)n∈N with
ωn → ∞ as n → ∞, let ε := δ/8(
r
2). There exists C > 1 such that the
following is true. Let p = (pn)n∈N be a sequence of probabilities such that
R(r)(n, pn) is a.a.s.
(
r−2
r−1 , ε, ζ
)
-dense. Let q = (qn)n∈N be a sequence of
probabilities such that Cqn < 1/ωn, such that for every integer L, a.a.s.
q
r(r−1)/2
n · e
(
R(r)(n, pn)
)
> L, and such that R(r)(n, pn) is a.a.s. (K,q)-
bounded. Then for G = G(n,Cqn) and Rn = R
(r)(n, pn) a.a.s. Rn is δ-
Tura´nnical for G.
Proof. Given r ≥ 3, K ≥ 1, δ > 0, ζ > 0 and (ωn)n∈N with ωn → ∞ as
n → ∞, let C be the constant returned by Theorem 23. Let p and q be
sequences of probabilities satisfying the conditions of the corollary.
We define a property An of r-uniform hypergraphs as follows. An n-
vertex hypergraph Hn has property An if for all n-vertex graphs H with
V (H) = V (Hn) and e(H) ≥
(
r−2
r−1 + ε
)(
n
2
)
the number of copies of Kr in H
induced by hyperedges of Hn is at least ζe(Hn).
We claim that there is a monotone function ν(n) tending to zero as n
tends to infinity with the following properties.
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(a ) Let P1(n) be the probability that Rn = R
(r)(n, pn) has the prop-
erty An. Then P1(n) ≥ 1− ν(n).
(b ) There is a function L(n) tending to infinity such that the probabil-
ity P2(n) that for Rn = R
(r)(n, pn)
qr(r−1)/2n · e
(
Rn
)
> L(n) (18)
is at least 1− ν(n).
(c ) The probability P3(n) that, for Rn = R
(r)(n, pn), we have for each
i ∈ [
(r
2
)
− 1] and q˜ ≥ qn
µi(Rn, q˜) ≤ Kq˜
2i ·
e(Rn)
2
n2
, (19)
is at least 1− ν(n).
Items (a ) and (c ) are immediate from the definitions of ( r−2r−1 , ε, ζ)-denseness
and (K,q)-boundedness, respectively. Item (b ) is immediate from the fact
that for each L, a.a.s. q
r(r−1)/2
n · e
(
Rn
)
> L holds.
Let n0 be such that ν(n0) <
1
3 . We fix a sequence R = (Rn)n∈N of
hypergraphs in the following way. For each n ≥ n0, consider the set of all
n-vertex hypergraphs satisfying Property An, (18), and (19). This set is
non-empty by choice of n0. Now let Rn be the element of this set which
maximises the probability P4(n) that the random graph G = G(n,Cqn)
possesses a subgraph with at least ( r−2r−1 +δ) ·e(G) edges which is undetected
by Rn. For n < n0 let Rn be an arbitrary n-vertex hypergraph.
We deduce from Property An that R is
(
r−2
r−1 , ε, ζ
)
-dense (in the sense
of Definition 21), from (19) that R is (K,q)-bounded (in the sense of Def-
inition 22), and from (18) that R satisfies q
r(r−1)/2
n · e(Rn) → ∞. It fol-
lows that we can apply Theorem 23 to R, which implies that the proba-
bility P4(n) tends to zero as n tends to infinity. Consequently, with prob-
ability at least 1 −
(
(1 − P1(n)) + (1 − P2(n)) + (1 − P3(n))
)
− P4(n) ≥
1 − 3ν(n) − P4(n) = 1 − o(1), the random hypergraph R
(r)(n, pn) detects
every subgraph of G = G(n,Cqn) with at least (
r−2
r−1 + δ) ·e(G) edges. Hence
R(r)(n, pn) is a.a.s. δ-Tura´nnical for G(n,Cqn). 
To prove the 1-statement of Theorem 11 it now suffices to check that the
conditions of Theorem 11 guarantee that R(r)(n, p) satisfies the conditions
of Corollary 26. We will make use of the Chernoff bound for a binomial
random variable X (see, e.g., [11, Theorem 2.1])
P
(
X ≥ (1 + γ)EX
)
≤ exp(−γ2EX/3) , for γ ≤ 1/2 . (20)
The last tool we shall need for our proof of Theorem 11 is a counterpart
of Theorem 14 for random graphs due to Kohayakawa, Ro¨dl and Schacht.
Theorem 27 (Kohayakawa, Ro¨dl & Schacht [13]). Given any r ∈ N and
ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that for any sequence of probabilities (qn)n∈N
with lim infn qn > 0 the following is a.a.s. true for the random graph G =
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G(n, qn). If G
′ ⊆ G is a graph with at least (1+ ε) r−2r−1e(G) edges, then there
are at least δq
r(r−1)/2
n nr copies of Kr in G
′.
Kohayakawa, Ro¨dl and Schacht prove their result for a wider range of
probabilities, allowing qn’s to decrease roughly at the speed n
− 1
r−1 . How-
ever we do not need this stronger result. Actually, in our setting when
lim infn qn > 0, Theorem 27 has a relatively simple proof using Szemere´di’s
Regularity Lemma. Let us remark that Theorem 27 was one of the early
contributions to the Kohayakawa- Luczak-Ro¨dl conjecture.
Proof of Theorem 11. Given r and ε ∈ (0, 1/(r − 2)), set δ′ := ε and ε′ :=
δ′/8(
r
2). Let ζ > 0 be the constant provided by Theorem 14 for r and ε′.
Now set
K ′ := r2r+52r
2+3 (21)
and let C ′ be the constant returned by Corollary 26 for input r, K ′, δ′ and
ζ. Let δ∗ be given by Theorem 27 for input parameters ε and r. Set
c := 116
(
1
r−1 − ε
r−2
r−1
)
and C := max
{
8
ζ , C
′(r+1)(r−2)/2, 2δ∗
}
. (22)
The constants c and C from (22) define the thresholds for the 0-statement
and 1-statement of Theorem 11. Let p = (pn)n∈N and q = (qn)n∈N be given.
We let Tn denote the event that R
(r)(n, pn) is ε-Tura´nnical for G(n, qn).
First we prove the 0-statement. Since adding hyperedges to a sequence of
hypergraphs does not destroy their property of being a.a.s. ε-Tura´nnical for
G(n, qn), we can assume that
pn = c
(
nq(r+1)/2n
)2−r
and hence qn = c
′
(
np1/(r−2)n
)−2/(r+1)
, (23)
where c′ := c2/((r+1)(r−2)). In particular, since 1 ≥ pn, we have that
qn ≥ c
′n−2/(r+1) (24)
Recall that we are dealing with two random objects, the random graph
G(n, qn) and the random hypergraph R
(r)(n, pn). In the following argumen-
tation we shall first perform the random experiment for G(n, qn) and then
the one for R(r)(n, pn).
Let us first expose the graph G(n, qn). The Chernoff bound (16) im-
plies that the probability that G(n, qn) has less than qnn
2/4 edges tends to
zero. Moreover, the random variable X counting copies of Kr in G(n, qn)
has expectation
(
n
r
)
q
r(r−1)/2
n and variance O
(
nrq
r(r−1)/2
n
)
(see for example
Lemma 3.5 of [11]). Hence, applying Chebyshev’s inequality and observing
that nrq
r(r−1)/2
n →∞ by (24), we obtain that P
[
X ≥ 2
(n
r
)
q
r(r−1)/2
n
]
= o(1).
Since a.a.s. G(n, qn) has at least qnn
2/4 edges and
X < 2
(n
r
)
qr(r−1)/2n , (25)
from now we assume these two events occur. We next expose the hyper-
graph R(r)(n, pn). Let Y be the random variable counting the hyperedges
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of R(r)(n, pn) which induce copies of Kr in G = G(n, qn). Observe that Y
has distribution Bin
(
X, pn
)
. From the Chernoff bound (20) and from (25)
we infer that a.a.s. Y does not exceed 4
(n
r
)
q
r(r−1)/2
n pn. Because(
n
r
)
q
(r2)
n pn =
(
n
r
)
q(r−2)(r+1)/2n pnqn
(23)
=
(
n
r
)
cn2−rqn , (26)
we thus a.a.s. have
Y ≤ 4
(n
r
)
q
(r2)
n pn
(26)
= 4
(n
r
)
cn2−rqn ≤ 4cqnn
2
(22)
=
(
1
r − 1
− ε
r − 2
r − 1
)
qnn
2
4
≤
(
1
r − 1
− ε
r − 2
r − 1
)
e(G) .
Hence, a.a.s. Rn = R
(r)(n, pn) does not detect some subgraph G
′ of G which
is obtained by deleting at most ( 1r−1−ε
r−2
r−1)e(G) edges fromG. In particular,
e(G′) ≥ (1 + ε) r−2r−1e(G), which finishes the proof of the 0-statement.
We now turn to the 1-statement. Again, by monotonicity, we can assume
that
pn = C
(
nq(r+1)/2n
)2−r
and hence qn = Cq
(
np1/(r−2)n
)−2/(r+1)
, (27)
where Cq := C
2/((r+1)(r−2))
(22)
≥ C ′. Since pn ≤ 1 and qn ≤ 1 we have that
qn ≥ Cqn
−2/(r+1) and pn ≥ Cn
2−r . (28)
We can assume (by taking subsequences if it is necessary) that either
lim infn qn > 0, or qn = o(1). In the former case we mimic our proof of
Theorem 6 while in the latter case we apply Corollary 26.
Let us first prove the 1-statement when lim infn qn > 0. We repeat the
proof strategy of the 1-statement of Theorem 6. Suppose that G′ is an
arbitrary graph on the vertex set [n] with at least δ∗q
r(r−1)/2
n nr copies of
Kr. The probability that G
′ is not detected by R(r)(n, pn) is at most
(1− pn)
δ∗q
r(r−1)/2
n n
r
.
Suppose now that a random graph G = G(n, qn) is given. We can as-
sume that G has at most qnn
2 edges as this property is a.a.s. satisfied.
Consequently, G contains at most 2qnn
2
subgraphs G′ on the same vertex
set. By Theorem 27 we a.a.s. have that each such subgraph with at least
(1+ε) r−2r−1e(G) edges contains at least δ
∗q
r(r−1)/2
n nr copies of Kr. Therefore,
the union bound over all such graphs G′ gives that
P
[
R(r)(n, pn) is not ε-Tura´nnical for G(n, qn)
]
≤ 2qnn
2
· (1− pn)
δ∗q
(r2)
n n
r
≤ exp
(
qnn
2 − pnδ
∗q
(r2)
n n
r
)
(27)
= exp
(
qnn
2 − Cn2qnδ
∗
) (22)
→ 0 ,
and the statement follows in this case.
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Let us now focus on the 1-statement in the case qn = o(1). The claim
will follow from Corollary 26 (with parameters r, K ′, δ′, ζ, C ′) applied to
the sequences of probabilities p and q′ = (q′n)n∈N := q/C
′, together with
the following claim.
Claim 28. We have that
(a ) for every L a.a.s. (q′n)
r(r−1)/2 · e
(
R(r)(n, pn)
)
> L,
(b ) R(r)(n, pn) is a.a.s.
(
r−1
r−2 , ε
′, ζ
)
-dense, and
(c ) R(r)(n, pn) is a.a.s. (K
′,q′)-bounded.
Proof of Claim 28. We first verify (a ). We have
E
(
e
(
R(r)(n, pn)
))
= pn
(
n
r
)
,
which tends to infinity by (28). Consequently, the Chernoff bound (16)
guarantees that a.a.s. R(r)(n, pn) has at least pn
(n
r
)
/2 hyperedges. Now we
have
(q′n)
(r2)pn
(
n
r
)
2
(27)
=
(q′n)
r2−r
2 Cn2−rq
(r+1)(2−r)/2
n
(
n
r
)
2
= Ω
(
qnn
2−r
(
n
r
))
,
and by (28) this tends to infinity.
Now we verify (b ). Given an n-vertex graphH with e(H) ≥
(
r−2
r−1+ε
′
)(n
2
)
,
by Theorem 14, H contains at least ζnr copies of Kr. It follows that the
expected number of hyperedges of Rn = R
(r)(n, pn) which induce copies of
Kr in H is at least ζn
rpn. By the Chernoff bound (16), the probability that
less than ζnrpn/2 copies of Kr in H are induced by hyperedges of Rn is at
most
exp
(
−
ζnrpn
8
)
(28)
≤ exp
(
−
Cζn2
8
)
(22)
= o(2−n
2
) .
Applying the union bound (on at most 2(
n
2) graphs H) we conclude that the
probability that there exists any n-vertex graphH with at least
(
r−1
r−2+ε
′
)(n
2
)
edges and less than 3ζ
(
n
r
)
pn/2 ≤ ζn
rpn/2 copies of Kr on hyperedges of
Rn tends to zero as n tends to infinity. Furthermore, applying the Chernoff
bound (20) in conjunction with (28), the probability thatR(r)(n, p) has more
than 3pn
(
n
r
)
/2 hyperedges tends to zero as n tends to infinity. It follows that
for Rn a.a.s. every n-vertex graph H with more than
(
r−2
r−1+ε
′
)(n
2
)
edges has
at least ζe(Rn) copies of Kr on hyperedges of Rn. Therefore, R
(r)(n, pn) is
a.a.s.
(
r−2
r−1 , ε
′, ζ
)
-dense.
Now we prove (c ). We need to show that Rn = R
(r)(n, pn) a.a.s. has the
property that for each 1 ≤ i ≤
(r
2
)
− 1 and each q˜ ≥ q′n, we have
µi(Rn, q˜) ≤ K
′q˜2i
e(Rn)
2
n2
. (29)
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We will show that (29) holds for all 1 ≤ i ≤
(
r
2
)
−1 and q˜ ≥ q′n provided that
Rn obeys a simple bound (inequality (31) below); this bound will turns out
to hold a.a.s. for our random hypergraph.
Given a hypergraph Rn and two distinct vertices u and v, let F1 and
F2 be two hyperedges containing u and v and intersecting in a set A of j
vertices. Then the probability Pi,j that both F1 and F2 contain at least i
edges of the random graph G = G(n, q˜), not counting uv, can be bounded
as follows. We use the random variables XA := |E(G[A]) \ uv|, XF1 :=
e(G[F1 \ A]) + e(G[F1 \ A,A]), and XF2 := e(G[F2 \ A]) + e(G[F2 \ A,A]).
Then
Pi,j ≤
(j2)−1∑
k=0
P(XA = k)P(XF1 ≥ i− k)P(XF2 ≥ i− k)
≤
(j2)−1∑
k=0
((j
2
)
− 1
k
)
q˜k
(((r
2
)
−
(j
2
)
i− k
)
q˜i−k
)2
≤ 2(
j
2)−1+2((
r
2)−(
j
2))
(j2)−1∑
k=0
q˜2i−k ≤ j22r
2
· q˜2i+1−(
j
2) .
(30)
Let N(j) count the number of pairs of hyperedges in Rn intersecting in
exactly j vertices. Then we have
µi(Rn, q˜) = E

∑
u,v
u 6=v
deg2i (u, v,G(n, q˜))

 =∑
u,v
u 6=v
∑
F1∈E(Rn)
F1∋u,v
∑
F2∈E(Rn)
F2∋u,v
Pi,|F1∩F2|
=
r∑
j=2
N(j)j(j − 1)Pi,j
(30)
≤ r42r
2
r∑
j=2
N(j)q˜2i+1−(
j
2) .
It follows that Rn satisfies (29) if we have, for each 2 ≤ j ≤ r and q˜ ≥ q
′
n,
r52r
2
·N(j) · q˜1−(
j
2) ≤ K ′
e(Rn)
2
n2
. (31)
Since j ≥ 2 we have 1 −
(j
2
)
≤ 0. Therefore, the left-hand side of (31) is
non-increasing in q˜. The right-hand side of (31) does not depend upon q˜. It
follows that we need only verify that a.a.s. Rn = R
(r)(n, pn) satisfies (31) for
each 2 ≤ j ≤ r, with q˜ = q′n. We have that a.a.s. e(R
(r)(n, pn)) ≥ pn
(n
r
)
/2 ≥
pnn
r/(2rr), by the Chernoff bound (16). So it is enough to show that a.a.s.
for each 2 ≤ j ≤ r we have
N(j) ≤
K ′
r52r2
(q′n)
(j−2)(j+1)
2
p2nn
2r−2
4r2r
(21)
= 2(q′n)
(j−2)(j+1)
2 p2nn
2r−2 . (32)
To show that (32) holds, we first consider the case j = r. Observe that
N(r) is simply the number of hyperedges in R(r)(n, pn), and is therefore
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(by the Chernoff bound (20)) a.a.s. at most 2pn
(
n
r
)
≤ 2pnn
r. Substituting
q′n ≥
(
np
1/(r−2)
n
)−2/(r+1)
into the right-hand side of (32) (for j = r), we have
2(q′n)
(r−2)(r+1)
2 p2nn
2r−2 ≥ 2
(
np
1
r−2
n
)2−r
p2nn
2r−2 = 2pnn
r .
Therefore (32) holds for j = r.
Suppose now that 2 ≤ j ≤ r − 1. Then we have
E(N(j)) =
(
n
r
)(
r
j
)(
n− r
r − j
)
p2n = O(n
2r−jp2n) .
We have by (28) that q′n = Ω
(
n−
2
r+1
)
= ω
(
n
− 2
j+1
)
for each 2 ≤ j ≤ r − 1.
Consequently,
E(N(j)) = O(n2r−jp2n) = O(n
2−jp2nn
2r−2) = o
(
(q′n)
(j−2)(j+1)
2 p2nn
2r−2
)
.
By Markov’s inequality, (32) holds a.a.s. for every 2 ≤ j ≤ r − 1. This
completes the proof that R(r)(n, pn) is a.a.s. (K
′,q′)-bounded. 
It follows that a.a.s. R(r)(n, pn) satisfies the conditions to apply Corol-
lary 26, that is, a.a.s. R(r)(n, pn) is ε-Tura´nnical for G(n, qn). 
7. Sharp thresholds
In this section we use Friedgut’s [8] condition for sharp thresholds to prove
that the threshold we obtained in Theorem 7 is sharp. For a background
on threshold phenomena we refer the reader to [8]. We show the following
result.
Theorem 29. For every integer r ≥ 3 there are c, C > 0 and a sequence of
numbers (cn ∈ (c, C))n∈N such that for every γ > 0 we have
lim
n→∞
P
(
R(r)
(
n, (cn − γ)n
3−r
)
is Tura´nnical
)
= 0 and,
lim
n→∞
P
(
R(r)
(
n, (cn + γ)n
3−r
)
is Tura´nnical
)
= 1 .
As usual it is reasonable to conjecture that the sequence (cn) in this
theorem converges, and as usual in the field we are not able to prove this.
Before we can state Friedgut’s result we need to introduce some notation.
Given two hypergraphs G and M with |V (G)| ≥ |V (M)| we write G ∪M∗
for the random hypergraph obtained from the following random experiment.
Let φ be a (uniformly chosen) random injection from V (M) to V (G) and for
each hyperedge F ofM add the hyperedge φ(F ) to G (without creating mul-
tiple hyperedges). A family of r-uniform hypergraphs is called a hypergraph
property if it is closed under isomorphism and under adding hyperedges.
Friedgut formulates his result for graphs. Here, we use the corresponding
hypergraph result, specialised to our situation; see also [7] for a discussion
of this result and for extensions to other combinatorial structures.
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Theorem 30 (Friedgut [8, Theorem 2.4]). Suppose that Theorem 29 does
not hold for some r ≥ 3. Then there exists a sequence p = pn, τ > 0, a fixed
r-uniform hypergraph M with
P
(
M⊆ R(r)(n, p)
)
> τ , (33)
and α > 0 with
α < P
(
R(r)(n, p) is Tura´nnical
)
< 1− 3α , (34)
and a constant ε > 0 such that, for every hypergraph property P which
satisfies that R(r)(n, p) is a.a.s. in P, the following holds. There exists an
infinite set Z ⊆ N and for each n ∈ Z a hypergraph Gn ∈ P such that
P
(
Gn ∪M
∗ is Tura´nnical
)
> 1− α , (35)
P
(
Gn ∪R
(r)(n, εp) is Tura´nnical
)
< 1− 2α . (36)
With this result at hand, we can now give a proof of Theorem 29. It
turns out that we do not need to utilise Theorem 30 in its full strength; in
particular we shall not use assertion (33).
Proof of Theorem 29. Suppose that Theorem 29 does not hold for some r ≥
3. Let pn, the r-uniform hypergraphM, and α > 0 be given by Theorem 30.
In particular, by (34) we have that α < 1/4. It follows from (34) and from
Theorem 7 that
cn3−r ≤ p ≤ Cn3−r ,
for some absolute constants c, C > 0. Let β := 12e(M) and let P be the
family of n-vertex hypergraphs which detect every n-vertex graph F with
at least β
(n
r
)
r-cliques. It follows from the proof of Theorem 6 that a.a.s.
R(r)(n, p) ∈ P.
Let now Z ⊆ N and (Gn)n∈Z be given by Theorem 30. We will derive a
contradiction using just a single hypergraph Gn, n ∈ Z. Indeed, from (36) we
see that Gn itself cannot be Tura´nnical. Let W be a graph which witnesses
this, i.e., W is an n-vertex graph with more than tr(n) edges which is not
detected by Gn. By the definition of P and since Gn ∈ P, the graph W
contains less than β
(n
r
)
r-cliques. If Gn ∪M
∗ is Tura´nnical then at least one
hyperedge of M must be placed on an r-clique of W . Therefore we have
P
(
Gn ∪M
∗ is Tura´nnical
)
≤ e(M)β <
1
2
,
which contradicts (35). 
8. Random restrictions
Traditional extremal combinatorics deals with questions in the following
framework. Given a combinatorial structure S (such as the edge set of
the complete graph Kn, or the set 2
[n] of subsets of [n]) and a monotone
increasing parameter f : 2S → N (such as the minimum degree of H ⊆ Kn,
or the number of sets in the set family H ⊆ 2[n]), we ask:
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What is the maximum possible value f(H) for H ⊆ S satis-
fying a set of restrictions R?
Often the restrictions R are simply all substructures of S of a certain type.
For example, in the setting of Tura´n’s theorem every r-tuple of vertices
forbids a clique; in that of Sperner’s theorem [20], every pair of sets A ⊆
B ⊆ [n] is forbidden to be in the set family H ⊆ 2[n].
In this framework there are two places where randomness may come into
play. Firstly, one could choose S to be a random structure (and thus H be
a substructure of a random structure). A famous example of this type of
randomness is the Kohayakawa- Luczak-Ro¨dl conjecture concerning a version
of Tura´n’s theorem for random graphs (see [12]) mentioned already in the
introduction. Versions of the famous Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado theorem for random
hypergraphs as studied by Balogh, Bohman, and Mubayi [1] form another
example.
Secondly, the restriction set can be relaxed to a random subset of all
possible restrictions R. This is exemplified in Theorems 6 and 7 in the
context of Tura´n’s theorem. Moreover, the two types of randomness can be
combined, as shown in Theorem 11.
Obviously, similar randomised versions can be formulated for many other
problems. Probably the closest one to the present paper would be a variant
of the Erdo˝s-Stone theorem about the extremal number of H-free graphs
with random restrictions. While the statement and the proof of Theorem 6
translates mutatis mutandis to that setting when χ(H) ≥ 3, obtaining either
a proof for χ(H) = 2 or an analogue of Theorem 7 seem to be significantly
harder. We conclude by mentioning two additional problems which seem
interesting for further research.
Ramsey theory. Graph Ramsey theory deals with estimating the param-
eter R(H), which is the smallest number n such that any two-colouring of
edges of the complete graph Kn contains a monochromatic copy of H.
In a randomised version of this problem of the first type mentioned above,
we colour the edges of the random graph G(n, q) instead of Kn and search
for a monochromatic copy of H in such a colouring. The threshold for this
problem was determined by Ro¨dl and Rucin´ski [15] (see also Friedgut, Ro¨dl
and Schacht [9] and Conlon and Gowers [3] for some recent progress).
Concerning the second approach for randomisation mentioned above, we
suggest considering the following problem. Given n and a probability p,
let R(n, p) be a set of copies of H in Kn obtained by picking H-copies
independently at random with probability p from the set of all copies of H
in Kn. What is the threshold p = pn such that a.a.s. R = R(n, p) has the
property that for every two-edge-colouring of Kn, there is a monochromatic
copy of H contained in R?
VC-dimension. The celebrated Sauer-Shelah Lemma [16, 18] states that
if A is a family of subsets of [n] with |A| >
(n
0
)
+ . . .+
( n
k−1
)
then there is a
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set X ⊆ [n] of size k which is shattered by A, i.e., for every Y ⊆ X, there is
A ∈ A such that Y = X ∩A.
A randomised variant of this Lemma of the first type mentioned above
would generate a random family X =
([n]
k
)
p
of k-sets in [n], each k-set being
present in this family independently with probability p = pn. The question
is then: How large must |A| be in order to guarantee a shattered k-set
X ∈ X ?
A randomised version of the second type, instead, would randomise the
concept of a shattering in the Sauer-Shelah Lemma. More precisely, a p-
shattering does not require every subset Y ⊆ X to be represented as X ∩A
for some A ∈ A, but only for each X ⊆ [n] of size k a family of subsets Y
which are selected randomly and independently from 2X with probability p.
The question then is: Given 0 < c ≤ 1, what is the threshold p = pn such
that a.a.s. there exists a set family with c
((n
0
)
+ . . .+
( n
k−1
))
members which
does not even p-shatter any k-set in [n]?
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